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VBODA EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING

June 30, 1997
Charlottesville High School

11:00am

CALL TO ORDER [Gammon]
President Linda Gammon called tile meeting to order at 11:02am.

Members present were Wayne Powell, Dan Schoemmell, Davidson Burgess, Mary Wagner, Carl Bly,
Ken Rudd, Diana Love, Melinda McKenzie, Scott Lambert, Dan Kosko, Linda Gammon, Mike
Kirby, Sid Berg, Vince Tornello, and Joe Tornello.

MINUTES OF LAST GENERAL MEETING

[V. Tornello] there was an error in the attendance from the last meeting:

Joe Tornello was in attendance but was not listed as present

MOTION to approve the ammended minutes. MOTION PASSED.

TREASURER'S REPORT [Kirby]

.$7,642.86

.$3,870.83
.$2,406.34
.$1, 752.81
.$6,468.47
.$1,373.20
$23,514.51

Manual AlI-Virginia General Medals Marching Band.

Technology Total

MOTION to approve the Treasurer's Report. MOTION PASSED.
The treasurer will move monies from the marcillng band accollllt to pay back the amollllt borrowed
from the manual accollllt two years ago.

CO MMITTEE REPORTS

MARCmNG BAND [Ken Rudd]

Ken is in the process of cleaning out "The Box" and organizing the Marching Band Festival Judge
database. Members of the Board need to go over the list and cross out any names ofjudges that
should no longer be used. If you have some people to add to the list please write them down.
I assume that I am supposed to hire the judges.
I have a problem with someone who sells all week and judges on weekends. The judges have got to
be people who have at some time had a band.
Some judges have been to the same site three years in a row and this is not a good idea. If you
know of a band director who would be a good guard judge we need those names. They are hard to
find.
Pay for judges -there has been some discrepancy in the number of bands judged versus the amount
of pay received at the marching festivals. I don't care how many bands are at the site you can't ask
someone to give up their saturday for less than $250 especially ifit requires staying overnight.

MOTION [Schoemmell] SECOND [V. Tornello] minimum pay will be $250 plus expenses
for up to 20 bands. We will add $20.00 per hour above 20 bands. MOTION PASSES.
The video at VBODA Marching Band Festival has been $10.00 if they want it. Is there any way
that we can do something with the registration fee to incorporate the video cost into it so that
everyone gets a video?
The CUITent fee is $80.00 and we could add $10.00 for the tape.
[Lambert] Tapes are not supposed to be for sale.



[Schoem.mell] Not to the public.
[Rudd] Videos should be no option and should be included in the $90.00 fee."
MOTION [Bly] SECOND [Kosko] to move the fee to $90.00 which will include a video of
the band's performance. MOTION PASSED.

,.-

[Bly] The contract needs to say that there can be no commercial video taping of the show.

[V. Tornello] Is the site host allowed to provide a spot for boosters to video tape?

[Rudd] In the information that Jack sent out last year it stated that there was no video area

provided.

[V. Tornello] Initially that meant that there was no access to a roof or a press box.

[Kosko] If we make it clear that a video tape will be provided maybe. [Schoemmell] Still band parents like to tape.

[Rudd] Amhearst wants to do a seperate checking account. My paperwork is not as deep as Jack's

was. With Quicken I will be able to create any kind of report that is needed.

The manual itself lacks an awful lot of logistics. Performance time and warm-up time limits are not

stated in the manual.

[Gammon] I was going to ask you about rewriting parts of the Marching Band manual [Rudd] The guard sheet for example is not what's in the manual.

[Schoemmell] We have rewritten the guard sheet.

[Rudd] There's not an awful lot in the manual about the logistics of running the contest. All of the

warm-up times varied at all four sites. Yes, I'll be glad to do an addendum to the manual

by the next meeting.

[Gammon] There are many things in the manual that are not defined, at all.

[Rudd] The guard sheets have only 4 captions in them instead of 3 or 5 or 7.

[Schoemmell] I thought it was supposed to be more than that.

[Rudd] No, it's only 4 captions.

[Schoemmell] We need to look at that then.

[Rudd] The manual for the Marching Festival has not been streamlined as to specifics.

[Gammon] There has been concern expressed about the commercialization of the VBODA events at

some sites -Airgrams! **D*DOO~

[Schoemmell] The site coordinators have to realize that this is a VBODA event and no airgrams

should be allowed. It can be a fundraiser for them with concessions.

[Gammon] Yes, but not other avenues.

[Schoemmell] VBODA used to provide an announcer. Some announcers are even hyping certain

groups. We have a script. it should be followed.

[Gammon] We need to develop better guidelines for the host. Dos and don'ts!

[Bly] It wasn't dignified at all.

[V. Tornello] There were three past VBODA Presidents at the Southeast site who were

embarrassed out of their seats.

[Schoemmell] We thought that it might be a good idea to have a Board member at the event.

[Love] Our site coordinator judged. ...

[Rudd] I found out too that the reason for that is because at the last minute a judge cancelled out.

Also at your site one judge has been there 3 years in a row.

[Rudd] It is stated that drum majors 2!!!Y are to attend the awards but no one follows this.

Sending any more than the drum major is a violation of the rules.

[Schoemmell] Instead of lowering ratings I would say that you have appeared for comments only.

[Bly] Are we still giving a guard rating too?

[Gammon] Both.

[Bly] I don't have a problem then if the guard captain goes down with the drum majors. I think

then that the site coordinators need to be at the edge of the field saying drum majors only.

[Rudd] It seems that we are spending an awful lot of time on petty stuffbut there are not enough

guidelines being followed.

MOTION [Lambert] SECOND [Bly] to allow Ken Rudd to make corrections and revisions

as needed and to submit them for approval and give you the authority to implement

them. MOTION PASSED.

[Gammon] Thank you Ken and it looks like you are off to a great start.



[v. Tornello] The notification time on this was late.
[J. Tornello] Elections will be at conference this year.
[Gammon] Are there provisions being made for an absentee ballot?
[Burgess] Yes.
[Schoemmell] At conference are an of these people going to be introduced at the general meeting?
[Bly] That's a good idea.
[Gammon] You got that Scott?
[Lambert] Yes.
[Gammon] They take office next July at this meeting.
[Schoemmell] We need to have the elections in a more conspicuous place this time.
[Gammon] Stan could not be with us because his father is very ill and he has gone to Pennsylvania
and so Dan Kosko will give the Manual Report.

Manual Committee [Dan Kosko]
It is a very short report. We are in the process of getting this whole thing converted over to a CD
Rom. It looks very good. ..It is very exciting. ..and is a typical point and click type of thing. We
have hired Steve Blackwell who is doing all of the programing. It is a very tedious process with
30,000 entries being moved over to work in filemaker pro. It is coming along. We originally were
going to make it MacIntosh and IBM, a dual platform CD and the computer guy pointed out that it
is much more limited when it is on a dual platform. There were many things that it could not do in
the IBM format. Stan made the decision to just go with Mac and we are looking into how we can
improve it for MacIntosh and windows. Now the question is what we will provide to the
membership. It will be one CD Rom and printed material will include any updates that did not get
on the CD Rom.
[Schoemmell] There will be no hard copies?
[Kosko] No.
[Berg] I think you are making a mistake deleting the hard copies.
[Gammon] There will be a hard copy.
[Kosko] You have the hard copy right now and anything that is not in the hard copy will be sent out
in an addendum.
[Kosko]It is amazing at how expensive it is to print the book versus the CD Rom.
[Schoemmell] My concern though is that our county is getting rid of all Macs.
[Lambert] It think it is a mistake to go strictly MacIntosh.
[Kosko] We are looking at making two seperate CD's.
[Gammon] It is not that we are not going to do it but to be available in November. ..this was the
way to go.
[Lambert] Eventually 90% of your school districts will have P.C.s.
[Schoemmell] What is the cost.
[Kosko] The individual CD is between $4 & $5 .
[Schoemmell] To print the book was. [Kosko] $38.50.

[Bly] It needs to be in the IBM format also.
[Rudd] This thing's coming out and I know that I will not be able to use it.
[Kosko] We will put out the Mac first and then on IBM later.
[Lambert] Here's the thing. ...the data is the data. You should at least be able to (on the CD
Rom) give us data access. In other words we should be able to read the data off the PC. You
should be able to use a template (provide a hard drive disk) to read it off of IBM. You should put it
on a floppy.
[Schoemmell] Can we provide a hard drive?
[Lambert] I think there needs to be a floppy with that on it. It will have to be compressed. ..
[Kosko] Originally. ..several years ago we were told that the majority of people had Mac.
[Schoemmell] And they did!
[Lambert] I am talking about compressed files.
[Kosko] CD Rom is going to allow you to manipulate and print but you can't move it anywhere.
[Gammon] Dan, would you go back and check on the accessibility of IBM? What is the time frame
that we are looking at if we can't do it in November?
[Schoemmell] Will this be available by conference?
[Kosko] We've already gotten all the data where it needs to be. It's just a matter of cleaning it up.



,
[Berg] Are you putting on CD everything that is in the cUITent hardbound manual?
[Kosko] Yes.
[Berg] With all of the errors and omissions?
[Kosko] We are cleaning that up as best we can.
[Berg] All of those French Horn solos that were put in grade VI instead of grade IV. ...you have
all of that information?
[Kosko] Stan does. This has been a massive under taking. There are 22,000 entries in the solo
and ensemble. The exciting thing about the solo and ensemble is that there will be a pull down
menu where you can find anything you are looking for. It is going to be pretty impressive.
[Lambert] The data is cross-platform readable. We could get a license for a reading program that
allows you to read it cross platform. So no matter what the format you could download the actual
template onto your harddrive and read that data.
[Kosko] We don't necessarilly want anything downloaded.
[Lambert] Your data would be on the CD Rom and it would be protected. ..you couldn't copy it.
[Gammon] Would you and Dan get together and speak your language?

[Kosko & Lambert] aKqJKqJ'rl KqJ1l~YAqJ'rl Oa~LO1laK1l AKj3K o)'lYtpy~a Y1l VL1lYIjI!

r'

[Kosko] I understand where everyone is coming from and I will go back to him and say II hey this

isn't going to fly. ...we have to make this work". I will tell the computer guy that it has to dual
platform -Mac and IBM.
[Berg] In the minutes of the last meeting there was discussion about selling excess manuals out of
state. Our agreement with Bandworld is that that is their province. We have the right to sell
manuals within the state of Virginia but not out of state. Every time I get a call from someone out
of state I just refer them to Bandworld. I have at least two boxes sitting in storage.
[Powell] I have 20 boxes still left.
[Berg] I guess we over shot. Some time ago. ...Mary, you and Gail were supposed to come up
with string guidelines.
[Wagner] Laura and I did them.
[Berg] Have you done that?
[Wagner] Yes.
[Berg] I don't know if you have seen what Warner Bros. has come out with here are some
scores. I have now approximately 600 solos and ensembles. I sent this stuff to Scott under priority
mail a hard copy and two disks. ..one off the IBM format and one that we thought would
work off of this format. He said he never got them. We don't know where the package is. Anyway
there are about 600 solos and ensembles. ...very, very choice material coming out. ...and also
some of the foreign prices are starting to drop a little bit with the fluctuation of the dollar.
[Kosko] On the Administrative Handbook it has been brought to my attention that it needs to be
updated. I am going to need from the Board llguys" the corrections.
[[J. Tornello] I have the All-VAchanges.
[Gammon] In addition to the manual and CD etc. the membership will get the insert pages with
our changes for the Handbook. That will bedistributed by our distribution manager and we are
going to set up where and when that will take place.
[Kosko] There is an outside chance that this whole Administrative Handbook will be on the CD
also.
[Gammon] Thank you to Sid and to Dan for their continued work on the manual and Mary and the
rest of the committee.

STRING BUSINESS [MaryWagner]

The only news I have has to do with re-districting. ...

[Gammon] If we could divert that down to "Old Business" [Wagner] The only other question I have is who has the Claris Works 4 disks?

[Gammon] I don't think I have those but I will look.



ALL-VIRGlNIAREPORT [Joe Tornello]
Auditions will take place on February 28th @ JMU.r--

",.-

[Schoemmell] I thought the auditions went well this year with the new changes.

[V. Tornello] Are you going to do the mailing then in January rather than in December?

[J. Tornello] I will do the postcards the first week in January. District chairs will give out audition

packets to be distributed at District Band. This will save on mailings. The string rep will get a

copy and will then mail them out to the schools that have eligible students.

[Wagner] Say that again that's different. That has always been done by the President-elect.

[J. Tornello] Instead ofme mailing out this massive number ofpackets of information to schools

that have no kids eligible. now we are going to make it a little easier. So. I am going to

make one copy for each District chair and they will get those in time to make enough copies and

distribute them on the All-District weekend. That takes care of the band. For the orchestra. the way we thought would be best would be to make one copy and give it to the string rep then the

string rep mails it to the eligible schools.

[Bly] If the band is getting the info at District Band why can't the string people receive it at

Regional Orchestra?

[Gammon] I don't know that everything would be ready to go out by then.

[Wagner ] The audition requirements are ready by then.

[Bly] The packet will have to be ready by then.

[J. Tornello] So you want a packet by November?

[Wagner ] Yes but we can get together and discuss it.

[J. Tornello] And you will send that packet to each of the [Wagner] Each of the 4 Regions.

[Love] The category of "pitch accuracy" is missing from the score sheet under Major scales.

[Lambert] Yea, that's like 90% if you're a horn player.

[Schoemmell] When you ask for major scales they are supposed to be within the chromatic range. .

...is that right?

[Gammon] Yes.

[Schoemmell] So you don't expect two octaves from many trumpet players?

[V. Tornello] No but there is that fine line ifthe student exceeds it.

[Schoemmell] But the requirement is "within the chromatic range". Do the judges know that?

[Bly] Really! I thought it was as many octaves as possible on your instrument.

[Gammon] Or does it say two octaves where possible?

[Schoemmell] We should really clarify that.

[Gammon] The AlI- V A event is April 2, 3 & 4 @ Atlee HS.

Lowell Graham -Band
Tony Maiello -Orchestra
Jim Croft -Band
???m??? -Orchestra

1997 Conductors:

1998 Conductors:

NOMINATIONS [J. Tornello]

All information was in the last issue of "Notes'

President-Elect

Middle School Rep

String Rep

Jack Elgin
Rick Elliott
Wayne Powell
Richard Sanger
Cluis Memoli
Dan Lind
Melinda McKenzie
Hillary Clinton

Secretary

[Lambert] Can we do a renIn oftllose in tlle next issue of "Notes" because tllere was a
communication problem and some names and bios were excluded.
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VMEA NEWS [Scott Lambert]
I invited Davidson Burgess to come today. Lyn is continuing to get the conference in order.
Finances are a major concern. There was a committee appointed and Diana is the chair. This
finance committee is to find alternate sources offunding and VMEAis in the position where it
cannot suffer another $30,000 deficit and remain an association in my opinion. We are down to
between 30 or 40 thousand dollars I think Vince? We are working to try and keep that deficit
down. There are several items ofhot discussion and one is the Executive Administrator. ...how
much can we afford to pay her, whether it be full, 3/4 or 1/2 time. That seems to be a focal point as
well as the re-districting issue.
[V. Tornello] Have you gotten any feedback on the re-districting?
[Lambert] The VCDA has gone on record and has a submitted a formal letter to you Dave. I
haven It seen it so you may want to share that with them.
[Burgess] They (VCDA) voted as a group not to go along with the re-districting
[Kosko] They don't have that option.
[Burgess] They must go along with what was voted. After a long conversation we decided that it
was certainly going to come up at the September meeting. Everything is in line until September but
they certainly are going to come on with a strong recommendation at the September meeting.
Therefore it is very important to have good attendance from the District Reps at the September
meeting. A letter is going to the old and new District Reps about the meeting.
[Lambert] The biggest concern is implementation immediately. A lot of the choral directors don't
have a problem ifit were implemented a year later.
[Love] Some of them already have conductors for next year.
[Lambert] We were successful in our attempts at getting certain items back in for consideration on
the new state guidelines on standards. They were very complimentary ofVMEA's leadership and
professionalism. "It was a 1st class act."
That was coming from the State Department of Education. They are having hearings again on July
14th.

CONFERENCE [Linda Gammon]r-

Band Sessions Kempsville HS Band
Bruce Pearson (2 sessions)
Manual on CD (2 sessions)
Double reading session
Woodson HS Band
Corky Fabrizio
Sax Clinic
VBODA meeting
Blacksburg HS Band
Percussion Clinic -Guy Gautreaux
Low Brass Clinic -Roger Behrend

We tried to space out the performances and clinics so that there would be a few on each day.

Orchestra Sessions Kempsville MS Orchestra
Robinson Secondary Orchestra
Doris Gazda
Bob McCashen -conducting clinic
Reading session
Quartet -U of Richmond

[Gammon] We will need room chairs and presiders. If there is anyone who will not be available
please let me know.

The Executive Board meeting will be held at lO:OOam on Thursday, November 20th at the
Homestead. There will be no lunch.



1998 Conference Dr. Tim (tentative)
Andrew Balent
Army Brass Quintet

Music and Arts wants to sponsor a session.

[Burgess] 1his year we will have all of the committee meetings on the Saturday of Conference to
avoid any conflicts. 1his means that we will probably go a little later because of the general
sessions.
[Rudd]] Walmart does matching Grants up to $1000.00 for fundraising that you do locally. Contact
the store director.

OLD BUSINESS
Ballot Results [Melinda McKenzie]

Total Ballots received -227

I. Motion that the Marching Band Chairman and the manual editor become voting members at the
fallVBODAExecutive Board meeting. PASSED by 2/3 majority

II. Motion to add a second AlI-VAband and a prepared excerptJselection as part of the audition
process effective starting at the 1999 event. FAILED

Re-districting [Gammon] Re-districting will be brought up in September. I believe that it will be
in our best interest that the VBODA Executive Board have a position which I will gladly present.

MOTION [Tornello] SECOND [Powell] should the VMEA vote to return to the existing
12 Districts that VBODA sanction its own events with 14 Districts. MOTION PASSES.

,..- [Gammon] I have gotten just one letter of concern ...from District 1 ...about sites.
[Love] I think it's more the Choral people because they have already contacted guest conductors.
[Lambert] VBODA's position is that it was passed and to change it two or three monthes before the
events start taking place will do more harm that good. Our position should be to leave it up to the
Districts involved to work out a plan amongst themselves to work out their events and by next year
everything will be in place.
[Bly] What are you going to do about District 13 and 14 who have already hired their people for the
events next year?
[Lambert] Give the schools the option of going with whichever District they want to go with for this
one year. That way you are accomodating everyone.
[Bly] Change is tough.
[Rudd] It was passed and it's done!
[Lambert] I think VBODA ought to go by what VMEA passed.
[V. Tornello] They can't bring a motion up in September then. ..
[Love] Yes they can!
[V. Tornello] For what, the following year then?
[Burgess] No they could change it right then according to the bylaws.
[Wagner] The changes of the Elementary people siding with the Choral people are a lot better that
them siding with us. We need to make sure that all of our reps are available.
[Kosko] Why do they not want it to happen? What's their complaint?
[Burgess] They have evrything set up already for next year plus they don't like the divisions of the
districts.
[Rudd] We had everything set up for next year in District 5 and we just split up and already had a
meeting before school was out.
[Gammon] District 13 has everything set up? and District 14?
[Schoemmell] We have sites.
[Love] Many of the Districts just don't know what is going on.
[Gammon] We just need to have a plan of action.
[Burgess] I don't think you'll need it. I think the choral people will come around by September.



[Bly] How you break the contracts w/ adjudicators that have already been set in 13 and 14?
[Burgess] The motion as stated will solve the problem.

Handbook Revisions [Gammon]
Handbook revisions are being made. Joe and Melinda and I will go over these and make sure that
everything is worded properly. These will either be included on CD Roll or we will definitely have
the inserts.

Other Business [ Gammon]
With the help ofWayne and Joe and myself, we came up with a list of duties of the instrumental
reps and chairs by month. Joe and I will go over this with them at the September meeting. It is
small but it includes all reports, meetings, events they should attend and what reimbursements
they will get.
[Lambert] Can we include in our agenda a time for instrumental Reps to meet with the President -
like a sub-meeting.
[Gammon] Vince -how do we stand on event reports?
[V. Tornello] The list is improving. All-District audition and All-District Band reports are still
coming in now. I haven't really followed through very closely on not paying honorariums to hosts
that send the event reports late. So far I have been sending them the money and being nice about
it.
[Gammon] I'd like to thank Vmce for handling the Honor Band plaques again this year.
[V. Tornello] With the changeover to Bale -they are slower.
[Bly] It was discussed about making the audition program that Dan Lind made available to each
District for their District Band auditions. Whatever became of that?
[V. Tornello] He said he could do it but I think that November would be the time at conference.
[Bly] If we could get to him now then they would have them in time for District auditions.
[Kosko] Originally we had talked about a $500 fee or something from VBODA.
[Wagner ] For band and orchestra both.
[Bly] Do we need to make a motion that if he would make it available then we would pay him
$500?

MOTION [Bly] SECOND [Wagner] if Dan Lind will make his audition program to 14 District Band
and Orchestras available that we pay him $500. MOTION WITHDRAWN!
[Lambert] I have a problem with $500.
[J. Tornello] We paid him $100 plus expenses to make the program for the All-VA auditions.
[Lambert] You must have filemaker Pro 3.0 to be able to use this program.
[Gammon] Could we come up with a spec sheet of what is involved?
[Wagner] There should be an instruction manual with it.
[Bly] Can we get it for IBM also?
[Schoemmell] Let's table this until we see the need.
[Lambert] Let the Districts request and pay for it if they want it. $100 per District.
[Rudd] We already own the program!!

NEW BUSINESS [Gammon]
Nominations for Fuller and Berg Awards
John Easley for Phil Fuller
[Sid Berg] recommends Paul Brown or Nicholas RicardO
We should give the awards at the All-Virginia event.

[Gammon] There has been a request from NSOA to sponsor students for NSOA in Phoenix.
MOTION [Schoemmell] SECOND [Bly] That we support them @ $150.00 per student up to 3
students.

OTHER BUSINESS
[Mike Kirby] A director in District I sent music back to the guest conductor and it was lost in the
mail. She requests that we help reimburse.
[Schoemmell] We need a formal request.
[Kirby] We might be setting an expensive precedent by paying this.



~ [Schoemm.ell] Gaylan Strunce died and it might be appropriate for VBODA to donate something to
his church in his name.
[Gammon] Can you inquire about this.
[Lambert] What about some kind of scholarship?
[V. Tornello] It should be something more permanent.
[Gammon] Dan Schoemm.ell will look into this.
[Schoemm.ell] What would we like to suggest for the dollar amount.
[Berg] How about $200.00? Which account would it come from?

[Lambert] expressed his concerns as President-elect ofVMEA about maintaining expenditures
within a workable budget without raising any student fees.

************************

Next meeting will be at the Homestead -Thursday, Nov. 20th @ lO:OOam

Meeting AdjoW"Iled @ 1:43pm.

Respectfully submitted,

Melinda A. McKenzie
VBODA Secretary

r-,

r-.


